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Structured Abstract

Purpose: To describe an innovative sentinel lymph node (SLN) guidance approach using a radionuclide tracer, 3D augmented reality-guided imaging, and near infrared (NIR) fluorescence over- lay imaging with hand-held probes to optimize accuracy, efficiency, and precise navigation for sentinel node (SN) localization in head and neck cancer.

Methods: In a cT1N0M0 squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue, pre-operative radionuclide lymphoscintigraphy was performed with a sentinel node-specific radiolabeled tracer. Intraoperatively, a 3D hand-held augmented reality (AR) scanning SPECT probe assessed concordance of the SN with pre-operative SPECT-CT images. The real-time optical video was linked to the SPECT-CT images for added precision. Final guidance to the SN was performed using ICG fluorescence imaging.

Results: Dynamic and SPECT-CT showed bilateral lymphatic drainage from the tumor. The 3D hand-held AR SPECT probe SN localization was concordant with pre-operative imaging. The optical video successfully demonstrated the lymphatic drainage in real-time through a unique overlay fluorescence image. The ICG localized to the same nodes identified by both the SPECT-CT and hand-held SPECT images. The use of dual radiation and fluorescence tracers improved SN detection, especially for SN close to the injection site. The hand-held probes allowed the surgeon to dissect continuously, without needing to change tools.

Conclusions: The combination of augmented reality, nuclear medicine, and over- lay fluorescence imaging allowed greater accuracy for matching the preoperative imaging with intraoperative identification and precisely guiding the dissection. This method
uniquely permitted the surgeon to efficiently dissect the SN with accurate visualization and optimal precision.
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Accurately determining nodal status is paramount for appropriate cancer staging, adjuvant therapy, and survival. Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a prime example. With a 20–30% incidence of lymph node metastases, the cervical lymph node status is the key prognostic factor (1, 2). To be risk adverse, elective neck dissections are commonly performed in clinically N0 patients, but have associated morbidity and risks, especially in pathologically N0 patients (3). Attention has been focused on sentinel node navigation surgery to improve diagnostic accuracy with lower risks.

Traditionally, intraoperative sentinel node (SN) identification relied on acoustic signals generated by a γ-probe paired with sentinel node visualization using a visible dye (4, 5). Limitations in spatial resolution, sensitivity of the stain, and depth of the planes affect accuracy (6). Reports have discussed using near-infrared fluorescence imaging (FI) with Indocyanine Green (ICG), alone and paired with a radioactive tracer, to improve navigation through better spatial resolution, better accuracy, and real-time visualization of the SN within the surrounding anatomy (7–10).

Issues in signal penetration and diagnostic accuracy still persist, and another limitation is that the surgeon must activate the near-infrared (NIR) setting to visualize the node, losing focus on the anatomy and dissection plane. Thus, the surgeon currently cannot confirm the intraoperative field with the preoperative imaging or simultaneously continue their dissection while accurately visualizing nodes of interest in real-time.
We report on an innovative sentinel lymph node (SLN) guidance approach using hand-held radio-guided 3D imaging and near infrared (NIR) fluorescence imaging navigation probes. A non-sterile assistant may use this probe, allowing the surgeon to concentrate on the dissection. More importantly, it can overlay the fluorescence image onto the native anatomy. This combination of augmented reality, nuclear medicine, and fluorescence imaging allows precise anatomical localization, concordance between the preoperative imaging and intraoperative identification, efficiency for the surgical dissection with the hand-held probes, and greater precision guiding the oncologic dissection in real-time with augmented reality overlay.

A 71-year-old male with moderate-to-poorly differentiated left anterior tongue squamous cell carcinoma, staged as T1N0M0 by clinical examination, ultrasound and MRI was the subject.

Pre-operative radionuclide lymphoscintigraphy was performed with Tc99m-tilmanocept, a tracer that binds specifically to mannose binding receptors on the surface of resident dendritic cells and macrophages in the SLN. In the afternoon prior to surgery, 74MBq of the tracer was injected in four 0.1ml aliquots equidistant around the tumor. Dynamic and SPECT/CT scans show tracer uptake in SN bilaterally, inferring bilateral lymphatic drainage from the tumor (Fig 1).

The next morning, with the patient post-induction but preincision, augmented reality scanning with a 3D hand-held SPECT probe (SurgicEye®, Munich, Germany) showed complete concordance of the localization of SN in the bilateral neck with pre-operative SPECT/CT. The SurgicEye infrared navigation system registers the position of the
patient’s head through fiducial markers attached to the forehead and Gamma probe. As the probe is painted over the neck, the position of the gamma emitting foci (sentinel node) is pinpointed and appears as black spot on the real-time optical image of the patient. Localization security is achieved by computer registration of the SPECT/CT study with the real-time optical video of the patient during the surgery when the forehead fiducial marker is worn during SPECT/CT image acquisition (Fig 2). The technique enables precise anatomical localization of the target tissue. The SNB procedure in oral cancer is operator sensitive. Further security entails peri-tumoral administration of a colloid tracer bound with ICG, then using fluorescence imaging with a hand-held probe (SPY-PHI, Novadaq Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). The colloid drained independently to the same set of nodes identified by both the SPECT/CT and hand-held SPECT images. By making a small incision in the region of highest gamma probe count, a non-sterile assistant could direct the hand-held fluorescent probe beam at the incision as the superficial layers were dissected to reveal an obviously fluorescent node (Figure 3). The image resolution was excellent and allowed precise dissection. The node and the lymphatic channel were immediately visible. Following excising the first node (Figure 3), a second pass was made with the both the gamma and hand-held fluorescent probes to ensure no additional nodal tissue. The use of a dual tracer (radiation and fluorescence) improved SN detection, particularly close to the injection site. Here, the blush of radiation around the injection site masks local nodes and makes the gamma probe uninformative. With this method, these SN’s can be seen fluorescing in the surgical bed (Fig 4) and even after resection (Fig 5).
This technology has potentially wide application at other tumor sites, especially if handheld SPECT proves reliable and can replace traditional SPECT/CT. SN’s could be detected preoperatively and tumors that could formerly only be accessed by radical dissection under anesthesia would become candidates for SNB, potentially decreasing the morbidity and increasing the surgical precision in OSCC.
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Figure Diagram
- Figure 1 Dynamic and SPECT-CT scans showing uptake of tracer in sentinel nodes bilaterally
- Figure 2 Forehead fiducial marker worn during the acquisition of the SPECT/CT images, which allows computer registration of the SPECT/CT study with the real-time optical video of the patient during the surgery
- Figure 3 Assistant directing the beam of the hand-held fluorescent probe
- Figure 4 Lymph Node Bed
- Figure 5 Fluorescing Lymph Nodes After Resection